Mobile Bay National Estuary Program
Steering Committee Meeting #1
September 24, 2020 – 10:30 am
Zoom Virtual Meeting
Agenda

Meeting Objectives:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Team Member/Committee Member Introductions
Project Understanding
Solicit Committee input on overall direction of project
Establish roles/commitments of Committee

1. Welcome and Introductions – Participants (15 minutes)
a) MBNEP
b) Project Team
c) Steering Committee Members
2. Anticipated Commitment Level/Role of Steering Committee (10 minutes)
a) Committee purpose and commitment level
b) Meeting Logistics
3. Introduction to MTA WMP (30 minutes)
a) Project Area Overview
b) Project Goals and Objectives
c) Project Element and Schedule Overview
d) Project Progress-to-date
i. Watershed Characterization
ii. Climate Vulnerability Assessment
iii. Watershed Conditions
iv. Community Engagement
1. Project website
a. Arc GIS Story Map
b. Project Survey
c. Virtual Boat Tour
2. Steering Committee
3. Stakeholder Identification
4. Virtual Engagement Strategy
4. Committee Input and Distribution - Website and Related Materials (30 minutes)
a) Project Survey

b) Subcommittee development
c) Steering Committee list
d) Stakeholder list
5. Review of Action Items (5 minutes)
6. Adjourn

MBNEP MTA Steering Committee Meeting Report #:
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Date/Time/Place: September 24, 2020/10:30 am-12:00 noon/via Zoom
Participants for MBNEP: See below
Participants for Steering Committee: See below
Meeting Objectives:
a) Team Member/Committee Member Introductions
b) Project Understanding
c) Solicit Committee Input on Overall Direction of Project
d) Establish Roles/Commitments of Committee
Summary: [Review in concert with PowerPoint presentation slides]
1.
Welcome and Introductions -- Participants
a) MBNEP
• Mobile Tensaw Apalachee (MTA) Watershed Management Plan
Project Manager Jeanette Kelson, Wood Infrastructure &
Environment Solutions introduced herself and welcomed all
participants. She called on the MBNEP staff to introduce themselves.
• MBNEP Executive Director Roberta Swann welcomed the group
and remarked about the great showing of 37 participants and the
great Watershed Management Plan (WMP) project team that had been
assembled.
• Christian Miller is the Watershed Management Coordinator for
the MBNEP. This is a large, complex watershed and he noted the
MBNEP is looking forward to hearing from everyone.
• Kelley Barfoot is the Community Outreach Coordinator and has
been working closely aside Jeanette and Mary Mullins Redditt, the
outreach coordinator for the Project Team.
• Herndon Graddick a consultant with MBNEP.
• Henry Perkins is a recent addition to the MBNEP team.
• Don Blancher/Moffatt & Nichol consultant has worked with the
MBNEP for a number of years. Put together the scoping document
that outlines framework for the project. Has served in advisory role
for MBNEP on legacy contaminants in the watershed for many years.
b) Project Team
• Jeanette Kelson and Crissy Mehle/Wood Environment &
Infrastructure Solutions, Inc.
• Dan Dumont/Alabama Forest Resources Center

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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Rob Howell/Anchor QEA
Barry Vittor/Barry Vittor & Associates
Mark Bailey/Conservation Southeast
Lee Walters/GMC
Latif Kalin and Chris Anderson/Auburn University
Mary Mullins Redditt/MPACT

c) Steering Committee Members
• Mary to facilitate Steering Committee meetings, public meetings
through Project Team’s community outreach activities. Mary thanked
members for commitment, invited Steering Committee members to
share their name/org/interest and experience in the watershed:
• Dave Armstrong/Wildlife Freshwater Fisheries/ADCNR
interested in the fisheries and other wildlife. Been collecting data for
35 years.
• Katie Balzar/Coastal Conservation Specialist/The Nature
Conservancy. Everything that happens in this watershed trickles
down to the coast so TNC is pretty integrated with the MBNEP and its
work.
• Scott Bannon/Director of Alabama Marine Resources Division
of ADCNR, Resource Manager for saltwater species south of the
interstate, so anything that happens in this Delta area impacts fisheries
and, especially, oysters and clean water. Thanks for hosting.
• Gretchen Barrera/Alabama State Port Authority
• Casi Callaway/Mobile Baykeeper. Baykeeper has been working on
all the issues impacting the watershed for 22 years. Past two years,
focused on coal ash issue, heavy industry. Personally, spends as much
time on waterway as humanly possible.
• Ashley Campbell/City of Daphne.
• Marl Cummings/Past President MCWCA and a 45-year-long
Delta user.
• Dennis Devries/Faculty Member Fisheries/Auburn University,
Fisheries Aquaculture and Aquatic Sciences working throughout
the Delta for about 20 years.
• Walter Ernest/Pelican Coast Conservancy. Land trust that holds
conservation easements.
• Casey Fulford/Alabama Association of Soil & Water
Conservation Districts. Work in both Mobile and Baldwin Counties.
• Patric Harper/USFWS, Coastal Programs. One of the Project
Implementation Committee Co-Chairs.
• Amy Hunter/Deepwater Horizon Restoration
Coordinator/ADCNR. Professionally, interacts with project because
funded as part of oil spill. Office sits at Five Rivers at the bottom of the

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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watershed. Personally, a couple of weekends a month, rides around in
John Boat in Delta.
Matthew Jones/Environmental Engineer/Mobile County and
also, as private citizen, helps City of Spanish Fort with some watershed
issues. Working on both sides of the watershed. Appreciates being a
part of this group.
Russell Ladd/landowner in the Delta. Been frequenting the Delta
since 1945, so know it pretty well!
Nicole Love/Alabama Audubon connects to the watershed by
connecting to the birds in the watershed. Focuses on coastal section
of the watershed. As an organization, Alabama Audubon focuses on
all of the state. They are interested in bringing the birds into the
conversation, as well as all habitat, all wildlife.
Tammy Monistere/Conservation Alabama, a statewide
organization that has been working with coastal partners since 2010
and the BP Oil Spill. Very excited about this project.
Don Mrocsko/USACE, Mobile District Planning Division
(pronounced more-OS-ko). Works on Corps’ coastal projects and on
the Regional Sediment Management Team.
Joyce Nicholas/USDA. [Joyce’s microphone not working but joined
the group via chat.]
Casey Rains/Environmental Manager, City of Spanish Fort.
Been looking at the watershed area for a while. This is oldest area of
the City and they are excited to get started with this. City is on far
Eastern side of watershed. Biggest impact on watershed is from some
subdivisions.
Thomas Reddick/Director of Forest Management, The Nature
Conservancy. Offers any assistance for forest management and how
forest management can impact the watershed.
Ray Richardson/City of Mobile, Environmental Manager.
Personally, has property in the Delta, so WMP is of even greater
interest.
Jason Shaw/Maintenance Engineer/ALDOT. Operate road and
bridge assets across the Causeway and also involved in any permitting
in area.
Steve Stewart/AM/NS Calvert at north end of watershed on
Tombigbee River. Steel manufacturer (formerly ThyssenKrupp).
Manager for Projects as well as on Environmental Team. Appreciates
being a stakeholder in this project.
Kelly Swindle/Alabama Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources, Deepwater Horizon Section, Coastal
Restoration Specialist. Grant manager working with MBNEP on
“Bucket 2” -funded WMPs. Works with Amy Hunter.

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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Shannon Weaver/USDA, NRCS works with private landowners for
conservation from state office. Also works with Joyce Nicholas.

Anticipated Commitment Level/Role of Steering Committee
a) Committee Purpose and Commitment Level
• Importance of Steering Committee—This large and diverse watershed
intentionally reflected by large and diverse Steering Committee.
• Expectation of Committee Members—Up to 10 Steering Committee.
Meetings, not more than once monthly. Be consistent representative if
at possible. Share expertise, represent constituencies.
b) Meeting Logistics
• Meeting via Zoom virtually for foreseeable future re pandemic.
• Schedule next call soon after each meeting. Two weeks, minimum, to
set meeting date. One week, minimum, to send agenda.
• Keep meetings to 1½ hours each to respect time.
• Record meetings for internal notes.
• Post agenda and presentation on MBNEP website after each meeting.
• Consensus Based Meetings--Not formal; won’t plan to vote.
• Steering Committee member role to advise MBNEP and Project Team,
provide input.
• Will have different opinions and strong opinions.
• Want to hear from everyone on every issue.
• Listen openly and respectfully.
• Want everyone to share and do so without dominating.
• Will take consensus of the meeting.
• Facilitator will touch base and repeat bottom line, making sure we are
on track with consensus.
• Hold one another accountable.

3. Introduction to MTA Watershed Management Plan
a) Project Area Overview
• Downstream of Mobile Bay Watershed which is 6th largest in terms of
drainage area and 4th in terms of drainage it receives
• 6 HUC 12 sub-basins
• D’Olive is just outside the WMP area and is being handled in separate
WMP by MBNEP
b) Project Goals and Objectives
• Aligns with goals of other WMPs.
• Promote wise stewardship of Mobile Bay water quality and living
resources, weaving throughout WMP process.
• Moffatt & Nichol contracted in 2017 to develop scoping document that
laid groundwork for this WMP due to size and diversity of watershed.

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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Will help guide process. Defined study area and helped find
efficiencies.
Need to synthesize and compile existing data.
Identify data gaps and acquire additional data.
More focus on habitat management, water conservation.
Also focus on land management practices, invasive species, legacy
contamination, hydrology.
Has climate change/sea level rise component to better understand role
of climate.
Focus on private landowner education for best management practices.
Increasing public access opportunities.
Project Element and Schedule Overview
Wood contracted with MBNEP in January of 2020.
Completion date of July 2021, 18 months.
Project elements similar to other WMPs.
Strong focus on community engagement.

d) Project Progress-to-date
i. Watershed Characterization
• Looking at data sources, data gaps.
• Lot of existing data we are looking at.
• Looking at physical characteristics.
• Huge GIS component.
• Limited field reconnaissance for characterization, but that being done
by Barry Vittor & Associates.
• Diversity is incredible; this is North America’s Amazon.
• Marshes, bogs all tie in.
• Estuary is mix of tidally influenced features.
• Large portion of commercial and industrial activity.
• Transportation industry, I-65, Causeway and I-10, Port of Mobile
• Management Measures really projects for restoration. Restoration
funds available due to BP oil spill, can leverage additional funding
sources.
• Other elements are habitat conservation and protection, and publiclyand privately-owned properties; land acquisition is a big part.
• Climate change and sea level rise, as well as, invasive species,
protected species are all part of the characterization.
• Surface water is large consideration. So much surface water in this
watershed, makes for busy map! 137 miles of named waterways,
including main, big rivers, but also lot of tributaries and surface
water not only from AL, but GA, MS and TN.

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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Vast amount of wetland habitat already in watershed, including
riverine and estuarine. In fact, 50% of project area is wetland and
15% is open water.
Looking at land cover and land uses in area, including deciduous
forests and evergreen forests, as well as woody wetlands. Developed
properties show up in red mostly around downtown Mobile.
Great diversity and tremendous amount of flora and fauna in
watershed. Includes 1,345 plant species -- “off the charts “from
what we see in other study areas. Data on diversity will all be in t
study report.
Looking at threatened and endangered species, including Federal and
state designations. Critical in this watershed.
Rich history and culture in this watershed, including story of last
slave ship Clotilda, Indian Mounds, the Ghost Fleet.
Many generations of people and families – some on this call -getting out on the water, hunting fishing, bird-watching, crabbing,
kayaking, airboat tours. Many just want to spend time on the
waterways.
Looking at public access to ensure adequate access in the waterway.
Do have a large number accesses into this waterway, ways people
can connect.

ii. Climate Vulnerability Assessment
• Separate designation from Climate Change and Sea Level Rise that
will tie into Conditions Report.
• On Gulf Coast, we all understand flooding related to Hurricane Sally,
other storms. In this watershed, also have water flowing from other
states.
• Will model different scenarios with overlay of Sea Level Rise.
• If storm surge hits with sea level rise, we can see what impacts will
be.
• This is tool that will help prioritize land protection. Also identifies
restoration priorities, how to protect infrastructure, economic drivers.
• Looking at marsh migration. What may not be wetlands today may
still be areas that need to be protected. Marshes may migrate into
uplands.
iii. Watershed Conditions
• Barry Vittor & Associates taking lead on Watershed Conditions.
Work in progress.
• Close to preliminary draft of report next week.
• Topics include those listed on PowerPoint slides.

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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iv. Community Engagement
• Mary Mullins Redditt is community engagement coordinator. May
be unable to engage in traditional forms of in-person public
meetings due to pandemic.
1) Project website
• Key tool at
http://www.mobilebaynep.com/the_watersheds/tensaw_apalac
hee_watershed/
• StoryMap to include reports just discussed.
• Project Survey is critical. Please take, distribute short 10question survey to constituents.
• Will heavily promote through mid-November.
• To date, support from area Chambers and some media
coverage.
• Virtual boat/drone tour on website is 14-minute experience to
engage. Please take tour by Oliver Dorgan and Barry Vittor.
Shows areas many unable to access, no matter how avid.
2) Steering Committee
• Who is not on the Steering Committee who should be?
3) Stakeholder Identification
• Will send out Stakeholders List next. Provide feedback on who
is missing, how best to connect.
4) Virtual Engagement Strategy
• Thinking ‘outside the box” to virtual engagement.
• Are benefits to virtual engagement. Looking for Steering
Committee Member feedback.
• Will be engaging traditional media, social media.
• Don’t know about public meetings; may do through Zoom or
small group meetings based on feedback and changing
conditions.
• May do up to 6 organizational type meetings.
e) Next up: 1) Identification of Critical Issues and Areas found in watershed,
2) Identification of Management Measures, including a regulatory review,
3) Advising on Adaptations to Improve on the Conditions of the
Watershed, and 4) Implementation Strategies, including Financing
Strategy.
4.

Steering Committee Input and Distribution – Website and Related
Materials
• Reviewed items where Project Team needs Steering Committee input:

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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a) Project Survey--Would like all members to take survey on website and
distribute it to stakeholder groups and constituencies. Want to close out
survey mid-November; need this input for Identification of Critical Issues
and Areas.
b) Subcommittee Development--Technical and Community Engagement
Subcommittees? Discuss further.
c) Steering Committee List—Need members review, input.
d) Stakeholder List—After above, broader Stakeholder List to come.
Need members to identify individuals or groups for this.
General discussion
➢ Approach feedback by topics instead of subcommittees. Once Conditions
Chapter complete, have series of Steering Committee meetings on this by
topic to drill down. Those Steering Committee members interested in that
topic can attend if agenda out in advance. Concept will evolve over time.
➢ Follow up with Gretchen Barrera/ASPA on public access point #1 on
PowerPoint map. May be recently funded GOMESA boat ramp.
➢ Current funding for WMP development comes from NFWF Gulf
Environmental Benefit und and Restore Council Bucket 2. For future
funding, have worked with Dan DuMont and Mark Bailey on ideas and
strategies for outreach materials to put headwaters into conservation
easements. State has Forever Wild funds. Don’t focus on funding now; if
end up with good projects, can figure out how to fund. To be captured in
Financing Section of WMP. EPA just did audit of national estuary programs
and MBNEP came through with flying colors. Had foresight to get WMP
projects into portal for funding. Well laid out and detailed, helped to get
them funded. Sometimes, one funding source can leverage funds from
another source. Oil spill was horrible, but opened up dollars to fund
projects that might not have been.
➢ Land acquisition topic needs to include land trusts With regards to
mapping of conserved properties, the National Conservation Easement
Database (NCED) www.conservationeasement.us lists properties that
have been protected with conservation easements in Mobile and Baldwin
County. USFWS is also developing the strategic conservation assessment
site. This website will contain mapping features and access to numerous
existing management plans. MBNEP will do some research on that.
Conservation easements are included in habitat land mapping by Kelly
Barfoot with help of The Nature Conservancy.
➢ Ensure specific types of public access points labeled according to what
they are.
➢ On topic of resiliency, one component is climate vulnerability assessment,
however, WMP plans are iterative and focused on improving
environmental management for watersheds. WMP won’t be written from
standpoint they fully protect Delta. Hope is to improve management for

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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Delta, set us on course for continual improvement in management of
Delta.
➢ As reports begin to roll out, agendas for meetings become meatier,
require more feedback. Meeting agendas and presentations will be sent
out after the meetings and placed on the website.
5.

Review of Action Items
• Complete and distribute survey—Direct link to survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/mtawatershedplan
• Casi agreed to share it with Baykeeper Network; Roberta asks all Steering
Committee to share survey with constituencies. Walter suggests we share
survey with Mobile United Natural Resources Committee;
• Review direct link to StoryMap and take Virtual Boat Tour:
http://www.mobilebaynep.com/the_watersheds/tensaw_apalachee_watershe
d/
• Talk offline about labeling #1 in Public Access Map.
• Develop topic discussion concept or subcommittees. Project

Team will work on ideas.
• Set up next meeting in coordination with next deliverables, likely

•
•
•
•
6.

last quarter of October. Two weeks lead time for date, one week lead time
with agenda. Avoid school pick up (2-3 pm) and drop off times (7-8 am)
and Friday afternoons. To be determined based on release of draft
chapters.
NCED database followup from Walter Ernest.
Review of Steering Committee List and comments on needed
additions.
Review of Stakeholder List and comments on needed additions.

Email Project Team with any questions or ideas.

Adjourn
• The meeting was adjourned at 12:01 pm

Action items noted in bold, italicized type
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MOBILE-TENSAW DELTA
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLAN
Steering Committee Meeting #1 – September 24,
2020

WELCOME
Jeanette Kelson, PE - Wood

Planning Team

Tell us about you…
Name
Organization
Relationship to the Watershed

Agenda

Importance of
Steering
Committee
» Provide project Team with
important institutional
knowledge of watershed
» Represent interests of
community and stakeholders

» Build consensus for direction
» Ensure soundness of key
deliverables and products
» Ensure success of WMP and
future project implementation

Steering Committee –
Anticipated Level of
Commitment
» Participate:

» In up to 10 Steering Committee meetings,
» In sub-committee discussions and meetings as
needed, and
» Consistently throughout project to ensure cohesion.

» Provide review and input to critical deliverables
» Help to reach key stakeholders and public

Logistics for Meetings
» Hold Zoom calls for the foreseeable future
» Following each call, will determine tentative date
for next meeting, send out calendar invitations,
reminders and Zoom connect/call in information
» Keep meetings to 1 ½ hours to respect time
» Record meetings for internal use only
» Use mute, raise virtual hand, chat box, turn away
from emails and avoid distractions to preserve
quality, efficiency and respectfulness of call
» Will post Steering Committee meeting agenda and
presentation on MBNEP’s website, following each
meeting

Consensus-Based Meetings
» Steering Committee Members’ roles are to provide
input and advise Project Team
» Have large and diverse watershed complex
intentionally reflected by large and diverse Steering
Committee
» Will have different, and sometimes strong, opinions
that differ from one another
» Will facilitate discussion that encourages active,
respectful listening
» Share opinions, back them up, represent your
constituency efficiently, without dominating
» Will proceed informally by consensus, not voting,
discussing pros and cons

Consensus-Based Meetings
» Project Team will take what is general
agreement – consensus – under advisement
» Facilitator will test and re-state consensus from
the group
» Ultimately, your role as a Steering Committee
Member is to respect and reflect the consensus
of the Committee
» Hold one another accountable to these terms

Project Area
» Downstream of Mobile Bay
watershed, which is the:
» 6th largest watershed in US
(drainage area)
» 4th largest watershed in US
(volume)

» 6 HUC 12 Subbasins

» Approx. 351 square miles

Project Goals and Objectives
Assist the MBNEP with their mission of promoting
wise stewardship of Mobile Bay’s water quality
and living resources, while working to improve the
things people value most about the Alabama
coast, and conforming to the EPA’s key elements.

Access to Water and Open Spaces

Coastlines
(Beaches and Other Shorelines)

Fish

Heritage and Culture

Environmental Health and
Resilience
Water Quality

WMP Scoping Document
» Completed in May 2017
» Lays groundwork for the
WMP
» Defining watershed
study area
» Help find efficiencies to
watershed management
planning efforts

WMP Scoping Document
» Data synthesis and
compilation
» Data gap
identification and
data acquisition
» Habitat Management
and Conservation
» Land Management
Practices for Invasive
Species and
Hydrology
» Understanding of
Hydrology and
Impacts of SLR
» Private Landowner
Education – BMPs and
public access
opportunities

Project Schedule and Elements
» Schedule
» Commencement in January 2020
» 18-month duration

» Project Elements
» Community Engagement
» Characterization and Conditions
» Climate Vulnerability Assessment

» ID of Critical Issues and Areas
» ID of Management Measures
» Regulatory Review

» Develop Implementation Strategies
» Financing Alternatives
» Monitoring Framework

WATERSHED CHARACTERIZATION/
CLIMATE VULNERABILITY
Lee Walters, PWS - GMC

What is Characterization?
» Description of the physical and natural
characteristics of the Mobile-TensawApalachee (MTA) Watershed
» Developed based on review of:
» Available literature and past studies
» Geographic Information System (GIS) data
» Field reconnaissance

Photo Source: Patsy Russo

MTA Watershed
» The Delta is considered one of the most biologically
diverse ecosystems on the North American continent
and has been referred to as “North America’s Amazon.”
» Habitats include cypress swamps, bottomland forests,
marshes, and bogs that form what is termed the MobileTensaw (Delta).
» The MTA Watershed lies within the Mobile Bay Estuary, a
transitional zone where freshwater from inland rivers
mixes with tidally influenced marine waters from Mobile
Bay.
» The Mobile Bay Estuary has great environmental and
economic significance due to its tremendous biological
diversity and productivity.
» The MTA Watershed contains important commercial
and industrial activity as well as a rich cultural and
historical heritage
Photo Source: Howard Horne

Watershed
Boundary
Area
(Square Miles)
Farris Creek -Barrow
Creek

62.3

Big Chippewa Lake

75.1

Mifflin Lake

28.7

The Basin

62.2

Grand Bay

80.4

Tensaw River –
Apalachee River

42.4

TOTAL

351.1

Transportation
and Industry
Significant Transportation
Routes:
» I-65
» I-10 / Jubilee Parkway
» L&N Railroad
» Mobile River Channel
» Battleship Pkwy (the
Causeway)
Significant Industrial Sites:
» AM/NS Calvert Steel
Processing Plant
» Barry Power Plant
» Lemoyne Industrial Park
» Port of Mobile
Photo Source: Lee Walters

Habitat and Land Management
» Habitat Conservation and Protection
» Large Publicly Owned Areas
» Land Acquisition
» Invasive Species Management
» Impacts of Sea Level Rise

Photo Source: Lee Walters

Surface Water
» Over 137 miles of
named Waterways
Rivers

Length
(feet)

Length
(miles)

Mobile River

237,600

45.0

Tensaw River

218,038

41.3

Spanish River

35,370

6.7

Apalachee River

30,781

5.8

Blakeley River

18,883

3.6

Raft River

38,687

7.3

Middle River

49,816

9.4

Big Briar Creek

47,409

9.0

Big Bayou Canal

49,541

9.4

Wetlands and
Habitats
Category

Wetlands

Open
Water

Uplands

TOTAL

Wetland
Type
Estuarine Intertidal
Emergent
Estuarine Intertidal
Forested and
Scrub/Shrub
Palustrine Forested
and Scrub/Shrub
Palustrine Emergent
Estuarine (1)
Lacustrine (2)
Palustrine (3)
Riverine (4)
Submerged Aquatic
Vegetation (SAV)
Agriculture
Barren
Forest and
Scrub/Shrub
Range
Urban

Sq.
Miles

Percent of
Watershed

13.3

3.8%

0.1

0.0% (5)

163.5

46.6%

6.9
6.9
0.4
2.4
32.9

2.0%
2.0%
0.1%
0.7%
9.4%

8.9

2.5%

3.2
0.7

0.9
0.2

93.2

26.6

4.7
14.0
351.1

1.3
3.9
100%

» Over 50% is comprised of
wetlands, with an additional 14.7%
of Open Water

Land Cover
Source: 2016 National Land Cover Database (NLCD)

Square
Miles

Percent

Open Water

47.4

13.5%

Developed, Open Space

6.5

1.8%

Developed, Low Intensity

2.5

0.7%

Developed, Medium Intensity

2.1

0.6%

Developed, High Intensity

1.0

0.3%

Barren Land

2.8

0.8%

Deciduous Forest

0.2

0.1%

Evergreen Forest

62.3

17.7%

Mixed Forest

6.5

1.8%

Shrub/Scrub

7.3

2.1%

Herbaceous

5.0

1.4%

Hay/Pasture

4.3

1.2%

Cultivated Crops

0.9

0.3%

Woody Wetlands

183.1

52.1%

Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands

19.2

5.6%

351.1

100.0%

Use

TOTAL

Flora and Fauna
The following list summarizes the approximate numbers
of animal (fauna) and plant (flora) species documented in
the MTA Watershed:
» 37 Amphibians
» 304 Birds
» 145 Fishes
» 31 Lichens
» 80 Insects
» 36 Mammals

» 13 Crayfish
» 17 Mussels / Clams
» 62 Reptiles
» 11 Snails
» 1,345 Plant Species

Photo Source: Patsy Russo

Threatened and Endangered Species
» 45 Birds
» 19 Reptiles
» 7 Amphibians
» 11 Fishes
» 10 Terrestrial Mammals
» 1 Marine Mammal
» 2 Crayfish
» 5 Mussels
» 6 Plants
Photo Source: Lee Walters

History

Clotilda “America’s Last Slave Ship”
Source: al.com

Bottle Creek
Indian Mounds
Source: Encyclopedia of
Alabama

Ghost Fleet
Source: North Baldwin
Chamber of Commerce

Culture
Generations of locals growing up in and around
the rich biodiversity of the Delta
» Hunting
» Fishing
» Crabbing
» Boating
» Birdwatching
» Eco-Tourism
Photo Source: Patsy Russo

Public Access
ID

Name

1

Cooper Riverside Park

2

Battleship Park

3

Shirley’s Landing

4

Westside of Oyster House

5

Cloverleaf Landing

6

Byrnes Lake Launch

7

Perkins Landing

8

Mt Vernon Launch

9

Unknown

10

Upper Bryant Landing

11

Hubbards Landing

12

Unknown

13

Lower Byrant Landing

14

Live Oak Landing

15

Dead Lake Marina

16

Unknown

17

Cliffs Landing

18

Unknown

19

Scotts Landing

20

Meaher State Park Landing

21

Unknown

22

Tensaw Ramp

23

Chocolotta Ramp

Climate Vulnerability
Assessment
» Impacts of Sea Level Rise
(SLR)
» Storm Surge Flooding
» Modeling Scenarios of Storm
Surge with different intervals
of SLR
» Why is this Important?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prioritizes Land Protection
Influences Future Developments
Identifies Restoration Priorities
Protects Infrastructure and
Economic Drivers
5. Marsh Migration

WATERSHED CONDITIONS
Barry Vittor – Vittor & Associates

Watershed Conditions
» Work in-progress
» Key Focus Elements in the MTA
Watershed:
» Stressors on water and sediment quality
» Legacy pollutants
» SLR and land-conversion effects on priority
habitats
» Exotic invasive species effects on natural
habitats
» Potential effects of SLR and subsidence on
cultural resources

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Mary Mullins Redditt - MPACT

Community Engagement
» Project Website:

http://www.mobilebaynep.co
m/the_watersheds/tensaw_a
palachee_watershed/

» ArcGIS Story Map
» Project Survey
» Virtual Boat Tour
» Steering Committee
Development and
Engagement
» Stakeholder
Identification
» Virtual Engagement
Strategy

Community Engagement –
Next Steps
» Media
» Social media
» Public meetings?
» Organizational stakeholder meetings – up to 6

Committee Input and Distribution
» Project Survey – complete and distribute by
Nov. 14
» Upcoming Deliverables
» Watershed Conditions chapter
» Climate Vulnerability Assessment chapter

» Subcommittee Development
» Steering Committee Member List, Stakeholder
List

General Discussion

Review of Action Items

